


The Baschine 

The main feature of the Dakota Wear line, is the "baschina" that in 
sartorial slang is one special cutting flap that comes down from the 
waist up to the hips. 

The Dakota Wear baschine, unique in the world, are made of denim 
fabric. 

Patented, tested 
and designed in 
every detail by 
us.  

From the choice 
of fabric, to the 
quality testing, 
the packaging, the 
processing and 
finally to the 
wash, each step of 
the whole process 
helps make them 
comfortable and 
innovative, giving 
the whole 
garment a touch 
of originality. 

Each Dakota Wear 
baschina has its 
own unique 
detail.  



The Marlene model 
for example has the 
back pockets cut in 
the shape of V. The 
Bette instead has a 
geometric cut. While 
Shirley has one very 
original color with 
sea water nuances. 

Each process 
contributes to 
making them 
comfortable and 
innovative by giving 
the whole garment 
that touch of 
originality. 

The Dakota Wear 
Baschines are 
recognizable each 
for a special feature: 

the chasm on the 
Marlene model, the particular seawater shade on the Shirley model 
or the geometric cut of the Bette model. 

The fine synthetic leather we use for our labels it is 100% 
polyurethane and free of harmful substances as attested by the 
certificate. It is washable up to 60 degrees. 

We care environment to this reason Act responsibly choosing 
sustainable performance. 

Thus, even in denim washing we are concerned with achieving 
optimal and quality results by choosing eco-friendly solutions. 



The collection 

dedicated to flounces is inspired by summer, a model that is worn 
with pleasure, comfortable and versatile. Available in three variants. 



The 'Waves' model made with the 
Hedy basque. Five pockets, exposed 
buttons, ruined effect. Clear wash.

100% Cotton



The 'Blue' model made 
with the Doris basque. High 
waist, five pockets of 
which the back ones have 
a V cut. Four bronze 
buttons are hidden by a 
stitched skate.

100% COTTON



The Marlene chopper of the 'Mia' model is characterized by a very 
inclined diagonal. The final effect appears well closed and 

compact. The cut has been designed to enhance the waist, bandage 
the pelvis and enhance the curves. 

Five total pockets of which the rear ones have a V-section, four 
barrel-colored silver rifle buttons. High life. 



Silk is a very delicate fabric, so much so that during sewing you 
have to be very careful not to risk it ruining irretrievably. It also 
has a different weight from denim which on the contrary is a very 
durable fabric. But Dakota Wear is just that, the interaction of two 

opposites that combine generating a harmonious bond. 





#TulleCollection. The peculiarity of this collection in addition to 
the winning combination of tulle with denim fabric, is that the skirt 
becomes a passe- partout. Completely transparent, she is sent with 
her strapless dress in tone with the color of the tulle that you can 

change depending on the look you decide to get. 



 

You can decide to dare by 
matching a pair of biker leggings. 

The model comes in four color 
variants. Pink, white, celestial and 

black. 





The most popular models: 
‘Nuvola’ 



‘BETTE’



The Bette model comes in two 
fabric, comics and flamingo 

variants. Both 100% cotton. The 
triangles save split and the laces 
can vary in color. Each garment is 
handmade and is unique for this. 



‘AKEMI’



Akemi is characterized by 
two important side slits, 
one of which is sewn on 

the finish.

A mermaid skirt in the 
malin, mounted on the 

marlene bean.



The backof of the Dakota Wear garments 
is as beautiful as the forehand. This is 

our pride and our motto. 



We only use quality fabrics. We 
take care of every detail, such as 
the choice of a button or the type 

of yarn.



We always use   
break-saving 
triangles. 



QUALITY CONTROL 

All Dakota Wear garments undergo strict inspection and inspection 
operations after each individual manufacturing operation to ensure 
that the product has the required quality of excellence before it is 

released. The audit is in accordance with all compliance standards, 
or withdrawn from sale otherwise. 



Dakota Wear 
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